This paper presents the results of a study of the Barnes
(ORS).
It is conjectured that at certain times in the T_,_I orbit the ORS is operating out of its calibrated 
where 0 and _ are Earth pointing errors in the ESA coordinate system,
and o_ is the nominal angular separation between the geodetic nadir and the boresight of the jth quadrant. As initially shown by the author, _,_°the oblateness correction to the Earth infrared radius 9c,
can be represented as
where ct and k are the Earth flatness coefficient 6._Eand the spacecraft latitude, respectively, and the quadrantdependent term, Ap_, has the form:
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where Nz,x and Nz.y are the projections of the North Pole unit vector _; on the axes XE and YE.
Under nominal conditions the TILMM velocity, vector is either parallel or anti-parallel to the body _xis xs (the socalled '+x-forward'
and '-x-forward' modes) so that the oblateness correction (5) takes the form
where 
2 where i is the orbit inclination, and (is the angle be_een the spacecraft velocity and the North Pole unit vector ,N.
For TR.MM, the quadrant-dependent correction (9) does not exceed 0.06 degree and can be neglected when compared with observation errors; *-" however, for the sake of generality we will keep this term in the following formulas.
When all four quadrants work, Earth pointing errors, 0 and _, in the ESA coordinate system can be computed using the differences of penetration angles measured by opposite quadrants z5
This explains the choice of the label 0 or d_ for the quadrants Q, -Q_ in Fig.l . The symbol '+' or '-' near 0 in Fig. 1 indicates whether the measured horizon point is located on the positive or negative side of the xE axis,
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and similarly for do and the YE axis.
In principle, any pair of adjacent quadrants can be used to compute 0 and dO. If our knowledge of the Earth infrared radius were precise, each pair of Eqs. (2) would give the same answer as Eqs. (10a) orbit apogee (see the altitude plot in Fig. 2c ). As one may notice from Fig. 2a , nominal penetration angles also have smaller values near the apogee (due to a slight decrease in the Earth angular radius p_), but the minimum in Fig. 2b The most surprising feature of this anomalous pattern is that penetration angle residuals in the quadrants Q3 and Q, increase simultaneously (see Fig. 3a ). One would expect that all local changes in the Earth infrared angular radius (such as horizon radiance variations I'z) should affect only one of the quadrants. There must be a coupling mechanism that simultaneously affects voltage outputs from all four quadrants.
The ORS, an onboard heat source that simultaneously compensates all four quadrants for heat lost to space, thus becomes a candidate for the source of this anomaly. Fig. 3 In the example discussed above the anomalous behavior of penetration angles happen to occur near the orbit apogee, but it equally often occurs near the perigee, as illustrated by Fig. 4 , which also uses data for the +x- d'" =m-0.1 _otted = roll e,-"_ 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 12.
"[]me in seconds since 19990508.055000 by the third quadrant now has the second minimum, which occurs near the apogee and which is again accompanied by relatively large Earth pointing errors.
As seen in Fig. 3 
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Time in sec from 06/16,98 10:00:00 To be more precise one needs to compute the Z-component of the angular velocity vector __0 R in the geodetic coordinate system. The latter vector can be evaluated via the equation:
_y =OB,z+re P.
The integral over the first term in the right-hand side of this equation is commanded to zero, so that the yaw pointing error dpy can be represented as It is also demonstrated that relatively large roll and pitch pointing errors during interference periods should be attributed to the ORS voltage phenomenon discussed above (rather than to a lower accuracy of the three-quadrant algorithm).
Direct computation of roll-yaw couplings prove that a large error in roll pointing plays a dominant role in the observed large drifts of the yaw angle between yaw updates using DSS measurements.
This implies that one can use the spherical Earth approximation, with the only difference being that the infrared horizon, corrected for Earth oblateness, becomes latitude-dependent. 1_
